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In this research, we compare and synthesize results from two separate survey projects concerning community percep-
tions of wind energy. In particular, we are comparing and contrasting cognitive and affective (emotional) responses.
One survey is a nationally representative sample of the United States and looks at land-basedwind technologywherein
we also compare pre- and post-project construction move-in samples. The other is a case study of the coastal commu-
nities in Rhode Island, USA in relation to the Block Island Offshore Wind Project. Because the project is near shore to
the island population and farther ashore from the coastal population, we compare and contrast models of each. Both
projects rely upon the use of regression methods with the former utilizing linear regression and the latter utilizing
ordered logistic regression respectively. We find that among all models presented across the two projects, affective
variables like anger and fear have a distinctly strong relationship to project attitudes including support or opposition.
Developers, policymakers, and other agenda setters should fully embrace that emotional perception is going to play
a role in community perceptions and that the incorporation and understanding of this is likely to make a difference
to the public.
Video to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/
j.sctalk.2022.100090.
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Figures and tables
Fig. 2. Map of block island offshore wind project and survey strata. This map shows Block Island Offshore Wind Project with associated turbines and undersea
transmission cables. Orange marks Block Island while light blue marks the coastal census units sampled for this research. Image Credit: Aaron Russell.

Fig. 1. Map of land-based wind power projects sampled in this research. Green points represent projects sampled without modeled sound. Stars mark projects sampled
with modeled sound. Blue points mark non-sampled projects. Adapted from Russell and Firestone [1].
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Fig. 4. Bar graph of land-based project neighbor attitudes.Attitude of respondents (unweighted) toward the local wind power project from very negative to very positive.
Variations differ on whether the sample data was whether the sample/subsample includes respondents irrespective of when they moved into their local community or
whether they moved in prior (pre) or subsequent (post) to construction commencing. Adapted from Russell and Firestone [1].

Fig. 3. Conceptual model of dual-process perception. Project attitudes are shown here being influenced by both cognitive and affective variables. Examples of each are
provided.
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Table 1
Table of land-based project neighbor attitudes.Means with standard errors for pre- and post-construction project neighbors as well
as the result of a pre-post move-in t-test of means.
Pre-Construction
O
U

Post-Construction
3

Pre/Post Mean (t-test)
.39 (0.03)
 3.87 (0.06)
 <0.001
3
Table 2
Table of support proportions for Block Island Survey. Proportions are shown for each of the support categories as well as asterisks
(*) denoting statistically significant differences.
Position
 BI
 Coastal RI
2018
 2018
ppose
 11%*
 5%

ndecided
 7%
 26%*

upport
 83%*
 69%*
S
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